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Administrative systems are driven mainly by government agencies that police the market through standard
setting and enforcement. Tort liability is privately driven and occurs after injuries arise from product use and
failure. Its impact is primarily felt through the monetary judgments that courts impose on industry actors
deemed liable under the law. With respect to these three considerations, this review maintains the following:
Tort liability historically preceded and then played an overlapping role with modern administrative systems.
Each country of interest to the committee faces different challenges in its own product liability system and
civil justice institutions, as well as in its regulatory agencies. This review provides a general historical and
conceptual introduction, primarily from the perspective of the U. Because legal systems are rooted in
particular historical and cultural contexts, the determination of the appropriate scope of tort and administrative
responsibility with respect to food and medical products in a specific country depends on a detailed
examination of the social context there. The key variables identified in this discussion may serve as a starting
point for such a detailed examination. It also provided for civil liability, which could be pursued through
private legal action in some instances. Early English history also reflected public and private enforcement of
food standards. Under old English law, the Crown established basic quality systems such as uniform weights
and measures, bread and grain standards, and officials to ensure compliance. At the same time, the common
law permitted a buyer to sue a seller of substandard food for damages. In the United States, the rise of the
modern regulatory agency in the first half of the 20th century also coincided with expansion of the scope of
product liability. Food and Drug Administration itself grew from its niche in the Bureau of Chemistry within
the Department of Agriculture into the Food and Drug Administration and took on broader regulatory powers.
However, by mid-century, those barriers had severely eroded. Lawyers for industry told their clients: Foremost
among these was the concept of strict liability. Under strict liability, the plaintiff need only show that the
product was defective and caused the injury, he or she need not prove that the manufacturer was at fault or had
breached a duty owed to the plaintiff. Over the course of the s and s, both judges and scholars emphasized that
such rules would result in safer products because manufacturers would be incentivized to take greater
precautions to reduce their tort liability costs. More recently, cases against medical products producers are
largely brought on grounds of inadequate warning and defective design, and questions increasingly grew over
whether such suits improved safety or thwarted the development of beneficial products. In the next section,
this review considers these objectives and the factors that influence the effectiveness of the product liability
system. An administrative regulatory system for food, drugs, and medical devices is primarily designed to
oversee safety and effectiveness of the products in the marketplace. It accomplishes this by setting standards
that industry must meet, and by enforcing those standards throughout the design, production, and marketing
process using a variety of tools, including registration, pre-marketing approval, guidance, recall, detention, and
seizure. Regulators and other law enforcement officials also have access to more coercive tools such as civil
and criminal penalties. The modern tort liability system has a hybrid purpose, particularly in the United States.
Settlements may have similar effects. The fear of such potential damages, the media and public scrutiny they
bring, can foster greater care and discipline on the part of producers. This, in turn, may have other intended or
unintended consequences, such as price increases that could be passed on to consumers. This section proceeds
in three parts. Third, it discusses ways in which other significant product liability systems, namely the
European and New Zealand models, vary from the U. The tort system affects each of these objectives in a
range of ways. Safety By imposing monetary damages on tortfeasors, the tort law increases the costs to them
of their activities. In the case of a defectively manufactured FDA-regulated product, the tort law penalizes the
producer or potentially others along the supply chain , and thus incentivizes companies to take greater
precautions to prevent future production of defective goods. For example, as discussed earlier, as a general
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matter, a rule establishing strict liability for product defects will shift costs to the producer, while a negligence
rule may reduce the burden. Compensation One of the key distinctions between administrative and tort
systems is that tort systems require legally responsible private parties to compensate the injured. In fact, this
compensating of the plaintiff by the legally responsible defendant is at the core of tort liability. The definition
of compensation, including the scope and calculation of costs, such as pain and suffering, are different from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Administrative systems typically do not provide compensation to injured parties,
18 and any fines or penalties assessed as a result of regulatory enforcement action inure to the treasury.
Regulatory bodies can set up compensation funds and administer them, although in the U. Availability The
increased cost to manufacturers as a result of product liability lawsuits can also impact the availability of
FDA-regulated products by making it no longer economically feasible to continue selling the product. This
may produce a social benefit by driving out substandard products. The Dalkon Shield case is often described
in this way. For FDA-regulated products in the United States, one of the more visible examples of this
phenomenon was product litigation over childhood vaccines, which resulted in shortages of key medicines
until the government intervened to reduce the scope of liability for vaccine-makers. Increasing the cost to
producers of certain FDA-regulated products may impact innovation by driving companies to abandon
projects that may be too risky. Experts all acknowledge the problems in obtaining and interpreting the
pertinent data. Factors Influencing Results and Effectiveness of the Tort Liability System The way in which
the tort system affects regulatory outcomes such as safety for food and medical products is largely affected by
three main factors: This subsection discusses access and institutional concerns. Access The civil liability
system in most countries is based in the judicial system. Many practical factors influence the relative ease of
plaintiffs to use the courts for redress: The most well known is the class action. This vehicle allows plaintiffs
to combine their lawsuits, which contain the same nucleus of law and fact, thus saving the need to litigate
individually across many courts. Some of the principal elements of a functioning judicial system include:
Without a functioning set of judicial institutions, substantive tort law rules are not meaningful. Contextualized
Determinations Although tort and administrative systems have different goals, they overlap and influence
safety outcomes for FDA-regulated products. Precisely how and to what extent is a combination of the specific
institutional design of the tort and the administrative system, the substantive rules governing them, as well as
their available resources. The United States itself has a contoured approach that has precluded lawsuits for
some types of product liability claims with respect to particular pharmaceutical and medical device products.
The European Union moved toward a greater acceptance of product liability when it adopted regional
legislation. A class action solves this problem by aggregating the relatively paltry potential recoveries into
something worth someones â€¦ labor. While European jurisdictions have begun to permit class action-styled,
group lawsuits, they differ in significant ways, reflecting a desire to control the growth of such litigation. As a
general matter, lawsuits for accidental injuries caused by FDA-regulated products cannot be brought under
tort. The ACC system reduces substantially the ability of the traditional tort system to deter actions of product
manufacturers. It arguably places a larger burden on the administrative agency to provide adequate oversight
and to ensure compliance. What constitutes the optimal mix of administrative regulation and product liability
may depend not only on the state of the civil justice system, but also on the quality of the public agencies
charged with overseeing the safety of FDA-regulated products. As a general matter, administrative systems are
largely affected by 1 resource constraints and 2 regulatory independence. Without adequate financial,
technical, and human resources, agencies cannot meet existing or expanding responsibilities. For example,
when an agency is unduly dependent upon industry, its policies may reflect those viewpoints in a manner that
compromises its mission. Because FDA-regulated products, particularly pharmaceuticals and medical devices,
require substantial scientific expertise to develop and to evaluate, a developing country may have a smaller
pool of domestic scientific expertise. Those individuals may be highly sought after by both regulators and
industry, increasing the risk of inappropriate conflicts of interest. Brazil, India, China, and South Africa. Each
country has a unique legal system and culture, with its own institutional structure and challenges. This brief
review is not exhaustive, but is meant to introduce the central legal doctrines and institutions that bear on the
matter of product liability, particularly for food and medical products. It did so through a number of key
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mechanisms. First, liability for defective products is strict and does not depend on a finding of negligence.
Under traditional practice, legal costs were borne by the loser. This rule tends to discourage product litigation
because it places substantial financial risk on the plaintiff. The consumer protection code alters the calculus by
only shifting costs to the class plaintiff if the suit itself is deemed to be frivolous. If the product is not recalled,
that fact is deemed as satisfying a finding of negligence on the part of the manufacturer, which can impose
further potential liabilities. For example, unlike in the United States, there is little use of contingency fee
arrangements, and plaintiffs have only limited discovery rights. After the end of military rule, the new
constitution established a separate and independent judiciary. The courts crafted their own tenure, pay, and
disciplinary systems, with little oversight by other branches of government. However, as a result of rising
concerns over consumer rights, it substantially reformed its approach to civil liability in by enacting the
Consumer Protection Act. Under the Act, a consumer can recover for injuries suffered but must establish that
the manufacturer was negligent. Complainants can litigate with or without a lawyer. Moreover, the law
includes consumer-friendly provisions allowing consumer associations or similar public interest groups to sue
on behalf of injured parties. In that forum, the ability of plaintiffs to obtain discovery is greater than in
non-common law systems. Plaintiffs can also file class actions, but such actions have been rare in mass tort
lawsuits. The food safety regulatory system was reformed under the Food Safety and Standards Act of A
notable feature of this legislation is the empowerment of Adjudicating Officers and a special Tribunal to
summarily handle cases of food safety arising under the law, and regulators can seek civil compensation for
victims in that forum in addition to fines and penalties. However, institutional problems caused by docket
congestion and corruption plague the effectiveness of the civil justice system, and place in question its ability
to serve as a backstop for product safety. It relies heavily upon government agencies to conduct inspections
and to penalize violations, either through fines or criminal prosecution. Usually, these are organized as
periodic crackdowns, and in recent years, such campaigns have been waged on identified products of public
concern, such as dairy and cooking oil. It provides for strict liability for defective products. Court institutions
are not formally independent, and accordingly are subject to directives from various political authorities,
which have tended to discourage such lawsuits. Under the new law, producers are strictly liable to consumers
for producing goods that are unsafe, defective, or hazardous, regardless of whether the producer was negligent.
Although the text of the law suggests every type of product defect is subject to strict liability, this approach is
a significant departure from its own past practice and in some ways different from comparative practice.
Despite these changes in the substantive law, access-to-justice issues in South Africa remain a significant
barrier. This type of representative litigation may also ease access-to-justice problems. CONCLUSION
Assessing the role that the tort system has in the regulation of food and medical products in developing
countries requires a highly factual and context-dependent understanding of the potential capacity of both the
civil justice and administrative regulatory systems.
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